
Today was the fourth day of the camp and as
always, we started with morning chess lessons. The

best students were Kaedon in Avyay’s group (by
virtue of being the only one in the group!), Gad in

Alex’s group (by virtue of being “the most willing to
learn”), Vihaan in Slava’s group (by virtue of getting

the most points related to puzzles on the topic of
Anastasia’s Mate), and Yujeong in Vitaly’s group (by

virtue of him being Yujeong and Yujeong is just
awesome). 
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After the lessons we went outside to the park where
we took some group pictures, including ones of the
kids standing in geometric shapes like circles, and
squares (they drew the line at forming a triangle
though). After this we split into the dodgeballers,
and the playgrounders and got down to business.
Mark was the winner in dodgeball by way of piling

up a ridiculous number of catches. 
 

Having then returned inside for lunch we

continued with our regularly scheduled

tournament and additional activities such as

Math, Art, and Acting. 

 



Our tournament winners in section one were Mark, and
Yujeong, with Mark getting two points total via two draws and
a win, and Yujeong compiling the same score via two wins
and one loss. In section two, Oscar won first place, with Gillian,
and Vihaan tied for second. Yair once again won section
three. 

Aparna felt the best aspiring
artist for today was Gillian. In
today's math class, we
explored graph theory,
chromatic number, and in our
older group, Eulerian paths
and circuits. In the first group,
Jackson won the prize for his
good attitude. In the second
group, Yujeong won the prize
for being the most focused.

Stay tuned tomorrow pretty much the same thing as
well as a dramatic reenactment of the climactic scene

from the television drama “Queen’s Gambit.” 
 


